ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION

Based on Grade Points

New academic qualification standards, based on the number of grade points earned, will be put into effect as of the close of the fall quarter, according to Everett M. Chandler, dean of students. According to the Cal Poly "Staff Bulletin" announcement, "For the student who has a 'C' (2.0 grade point average), the number of grade points will be the sum of the number of units attempted. A student with a GPA higher than 2.0 will have more than twice as many grade points as the units attempted. Conversely, the student who has fewer grade points than the units attempted is not in jeopardy."

The number of grade points below a 2.0 which means mandatory discontinuance depends on the students class level. Class level in now determined by total number of units remaining to be completed for graduation. Mandatory discontinuance will occur if the student's GPA falls below the following grade points below a 2.0 which corresponds with his class level: Freshman (2.0 or more); sophomore (2.1 or more); junior (2.2 or more); senior (2.3 or more).

SAC VOTED INCREASE

The Student Affairs Council at the Nov. 30 meeting raised the meal allowance for team traveling to $6 a day. This is an increase of $3 per day, as the 25¢ a day meal allowance has been in effect for the last three years. SAC members commented on the meeting that the additional $6, which is raised by $18, is no more than the one RAC member last year almost certainly.

Friday night's meeting was held in the Governor's Conference Room. The theme of the conference was "Understanding - The Mechanical Engineering Society does not imply any off-campus activities, however, they did sponsor a seat belt drive off campus."

Theл report continued, "Although there are few political organizations on campus, this is the area that presents the greatest potential problem. It would be to the benefit of all organizations to have a guideline to help direct off-campus activities."

The areas that should be considered in the guidelines are unlawful and on-campus activities or any actions that would be detrimental to the image of Cal Poly."

The Student Affairs Council has not taken action yet. George Mooney, ASI president, has said that he expects to have a full expression of views on the matter when it comes up for final action at the Nov. 30 SAC meetings.

Conference plugs communication

Frank Mallin, a senior animal husbandry major from Manteo, attended the Governor's Conference Room. "A search for Understanding, the Mechanical Engineering Society does not imply any off-campus activities, however, they did sponsor a seat belt drive off campus."
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Grad school? Book may help

Getting into graduate school may be a difficult task, but Tau Sigma, become a fraternity, is trying to make it easier for Poly engineers.

"Tau Steps to Graduate School," a five-page timetable of step-by-step instructions accompanying information and test data, is based on the following elements:

1. Understand the relative importance of an advanced degree for you.
2. Make your decision prior to the end of your Junior year.
3. Discuss your plans with the head of the division in which you are interested.
4. Determine the routes by which you are interested.
5. Write for a catalog, application blank, and information on scholarships, loans, and other forms of financial aid.
6. Visit the Counseling Center and make arrangements to take the Graduate Record Examination.

Construction activity, which has caused inconvenience and traffic problems, has been necessary to carry on the pool project. The project is expected to be completed by May 1, 1965, and the building will be finished within the next two years and will make a definite improvement on activity on campus during that period.

Largest of the nine projects mentioned in Gerard's comments are the College Union, Biological Sciences, and Engineering-Mathematics Buildings, and a new student-residence complex. In general, campus grounds and services project, under way, may cause the most inconvenience. Known as the Development Phase Four, the grounds and services project will cost $500,000.

Several parts, including installations of new steam lines servicing various campus buildings, completion of underground high voltage electrical lines, and the construction of a new boiler in the campus plant, and extension of the campus farm's irrigation system, will be ready for use by May 1, 1965. The work will be scheduled for completion next summer, according to Gerard.

Also already started are projects for the present Business Administration and Engineering-West Buildings, and construction of the new Beef Breeding Unit on the campus farm.

Planned for completion about Feb. 1, the Business Administration and Education Building project will cost $625,000 and will offer offices formerly used by administrative and bookstores operations converted for class, laboratory and audio-visual uses.

Similarly, the Engineering West project will involve remodeling of several drafting and electronic engineering laboratories. Expected to cost about $80,000, it will begin in the next two or three weeks and should take about three months to complete. The Beef Breeding Unit, to be located directly north of the present meat laboratory building near the main campus rose, will provide laboratory space and housing pen for use by the college's Animal Husbandry department, according to Gerard.

Construction of the unit, which began two weeks ago and is planned to cost $100,000, will be finished with some time after the end of this month. Among larger projects mentioned in Gerard's announcement, the College Union and Biological Sciences Buildings will be finished within the next two years and will make a definite improvement on activity on campus during that period.

The union building, to be constructed by the college, is expected to begin some time next month. Located between the current Administration Building and the Counseling Hall, it is being planned to cost $585,000 and will be completed by May 1, 1965.

Non-public funds, including about $100,000 already raised and the rest from a federal high beam presently being processed, are being used to construct the College Union.

Located on the opposite side of the campus near the present Agriculture and Science Buildings, the biological sciences structure will be located north of the present student residences to be completed.

Also planned to begin before the end of the 1963-64 academic year, according to the college building coordinator, is an addition to the Physical Education Department's facilities of a swimming pool complex, which will be located adjacent in the West Gymnasiu.
Welcome Week officers elected for next year

Serving as general chairman for campus W.O.W., 1965-66, is Ken Hill.

Four is a Junior Architect and Business Administration Major from Tustin. Marking him up is Teri Lee as first vice chairman, who is a Junior business administration major from San Lorenzo. Sophomore Dick Frost will serve as second vice chairman, Trust is a Business Administration major from La Habra. Chairing the job of recording security is Sophomore Laurie Travers. Mike Marth is an English major from La Jolla. Mary Henney was elected corresponding secretary. Miss Henney is a sophomore home economics major from Newport Beach. Budgeting this year's money will be Jack Woodham, a junior Agricultural Business Management major from Hayward. Karen Kaiser, sophomore social science major from Van Nuys will serve as historian. Taking care of publicity is a senior technical arts major, Ted Fischel from Pico Rivera.

Coronation recruiting will begin Jan. 28, 1966, and anyone interested in being a coroner is urged to attend this meeting as it is of vital importance. Future students are especially invited to attend this meeting as they will play an integral part of next years W.O.W.

Suggestions concerning Welcome Week for next fall may be submitted to Box 12 the ASU office.

Architect to talk about New Union

Joseph Eacherick, architect for the College Union Building, will speak on campus Tues., Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, to meet and talk with students about the building. Tuesday at 8 p.m., he will give formal architectural presentation and will include slides, sketch and interior drawings of the proposed building.

On Wednesday, an informal reception honoring Eacherick, will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fiction room, where students may question the architect, give their opinions and ideas concerning the building. The building model and floor plans will also be on display.

Drama tryouts Jan. 5

Audition will be welcomed at rehearsals for parts in the Winter Quarter production of "Noah" by Andre Obay.

"Noah" is the Biblical story of the Ark told us as a fairy tale. The characters range from Noah to the monkey and all will be challenging and exciting to play.

The tryouts will be held in MSD 212 at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 5 and Thursday, Jan. 6. The director, Murray Smith of the English and Speech Department, states the previous experience is not necessary for participation. Four women and five men are needed for the cast plus might actors or actresses to play animals: the bear, the lion, and others.

Participation in the play as an actor, stage manager, or backstage crew member may be counted as class work for credit or as extracurricular credit as an activity of College Union Drama Committee. Audition may enroll in the theatre classes after the play is cast and the crew selected.

Night club theme highlights formal

A night club atmosphere will highlight this year's annual Christmas Formal to be held Dec. 4 in the dining hall from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Prices of admissions for the event will be $2 per couple. Members of the College Union Dance Committee want it understood that this is not a stamp. Music for the dance will be provided by the New Collegians.

10 Pays To Advertise

Attention SENIORS & GRADUATE MIN Students—U.S. Citizens Needing Minimal Financial Help To Complete Their Education. This Fund Provided In Memory Of The Late M D. W. Stevens And Will Pay Any Remaining Balance Due On Your Account. Fill Out This Form And Mail It To Stevens' Executive Foundation, Inc., 514-875 E. 110th St., Chicago, Ill., 60628.

 senor, stronger, stability, or a delicious hamburger or hot dog

12 No. Broad St. (just off Foothill) San Luis Obispo

Run by the Ted Furr Family

543-7948
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Stop by El Corral before you leave for the holidays we'll help you solve your Christmas shopping problems.

Our fabulous book sale will continue the remainder of the quarter. Draastic reductions on hundreds of fine volumes. Save up to 70%. We have an outstanding selection of teachers aids and non-fiction titles. These include literature, biography, poetry, philosophy, psychology, humor, science, history, reference, romance, sports, art, travel. Come on in and browse. If you can't find what you want, just ask.

BOOK STORE
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SENIORS!!

This year may be your LAST chance...

JUNIORS!!!

You have only TWO years left...

SOPHOMORES!!

You have already LOST one year...

FRESHMEN!

Start NOW...

To build your PERSONAL REFERENCE LIBRARY

The reference section at the El Corral Book Store contains over 1800 books. If the book you want is not on hand, we will gladly Special Order it for you.

LIMITED number of publishers catalogs available. Get your tax copy while they last!
Library fee change adopted by State

A forced step in library service will be taken at the start of the Winter Quarter with adoption of the State College-wide fee schedule for overdue, according to L. Harry Strauss, college librarian.

"An immediate example is liberalized reserve loans," Mr. Strauss stated. "We are pleased to announce that effective Jan. 3, reserve books, except for a few items, may be charged out one hour before the Library closes and will be due one hour after the Library opens the following day. Overnight reserve loans will fulfill an urgent student need and we anticipate that circulation of other types of materials will soon be possible with adoption of the new fee system."

The new fee schedule effective Jan. 3, as prescribed by the Trustees of the California State Colleges, is as follows: 25 cents per day; 2-day and other short-term, 10 cents per day; 2-hour and overnight, 25 cents each hour and 5 cents each additional half-hour. Library is open an hour after the},

The new system will virtually eliminate the El Administrative

Qualified seniors to register early

Jerald Holley, college registrar, recently announced that selected seniors who are presently enrolled, or have completed all-all senior project courses will be allowed preferential registration for winter-quarter.

A list of qualified students is posted on the bulletin board in the foyer of the Library Annex. This list should be checked before Dec. 15 if a student feels that he is eligible. If a student is currently enrolled or has completed his senior project and his name is not on the list, he should check with the college registrar's office. The early registration does not apply to graduate students.

Appointment Fee, which will apply only in very unusual circumstances.

Length of loans for general circulation will follow current practices. The date due stamp which will be changed once each week on a Wednesday will provide, for a loan period of at least two weeks.

Mailbag

Nothing to say?

Editor:

If you missed CCR's 'Bitch In' you missed CCR's most successful event ever. It colorfully proved that no Cal Poly student has anything to worry society in this society. Fortunately, there is no society. You must feel you are trapped in a noisy, go-go-controlled by concealed power with all the detriments already listed. Don't YOU ever care?

Gigi Green

Questions to editor

Editor

The College Union Film Arts Committee would like to congratulate the editor and staff of El Mustang for their most enthusiastic non-support of the first ill-timed art show ever held on the Cal Poly campus. El Mustang in an effort to circumvent publishing any information concerned with the event, went through the paces of captainworthy-pressed line:

First, realizing the extent to which the El Mustang staff is involved in the other phases of their publication, aside from the reporting aspect, the Fine Arts Committee chairman, R. J. Decker, submitted an article on the show in time for the Nov. 7 edition. However, upon the sudden request of the Nov. 9 issue, his article was no where to be found. Seeking an explanation for the delay, he conferred with Mrs. Maxine Lind and was gratefully informed that he should not be concerned as there related to nothing being done.

The indifferent and insensitive editor often displaced by this and previous El Mustang staffs, at the cultural center, made, combined with the above reporting techniques has in general resulted in a failure to serve the students properly. In particular, to root out the individual efforts made to attempting to bring about such

thing of value onto the campus.

The following questions are inspired by the actions of the El Mustang staff and I was appreciative of the inquiry of editor and instructors of El Mustang to my answer:

1. Does El Mustang exist as a service to the student body? No, it is not the responsibility of a newspaper to seek out what is happening in its vicinity of distribution? 2. Are films more important than events occurring on campus? 3. What is the difference between inefficiency and lack of a deadline?

In closing, it is most fitting to commend the El Mustang staff, once again, for a job well done!

Barbara Moss
CU Fine Arts Committee

Editor's note: Perhaps a better understanding of the operation of a newspaper will alleviate the Ill which will sometimes exist between campus groups and the campus newspaper. The CU art show story was in before deadline time and it was agreed that it would be good story to run. However, space was limited and only the above story was printed. It is on the basis of first stories turned in, the first have claim to space. Now to answer the question you pose which I hope will give you pause which I hope will give you pause. I.

El Mustang exists as a service to students as any newspaper should serve its respective public. That is, it is the function of a government and administrative authorities to inform the local community, to inform of things that will affect the students' lives and generally affect students and proper information to the community and to generally inform students of the local student community. The informing function should come ahead of serving various groups for the sake of Mania, although the latter does have its place from time to time.

2. Yes, this is a responsibility of a newspaper. The staff of El Mustang works many hours, day and night to provide a newspaper for the students which will fulfill their duties. All the remaining time will be spent in the title, space and budget. Similar to other students, Jim Moore entered the art show.

Fifths are not more important than events occurring on campus, as a rule. However, the editor usually is better than a Mr. Hoole and is able to last-minute change in the pace, if a magazine is to be altered. If a story would be better held over so something to start it then it has to be cut or a number of similar reasons. There could be over when making up the pages.

4. The difference between inefficiency and lack of a deadline is not there in a malicious and pretentious intent to keep the sharp out of El Mustang. If there is a serious belief that either of those situations exists in any way, it is much appreciated that you join the staff of El Mustang and judge for yourself.
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Ag. Engineering and Name Economics Club
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Green Bros
for MEN and YOUNG MEN

Known for Good Clothing Since 1975
We carry Levi Superfit—Slimfits—Corfords—Stretch—Blue Jeans
We Give S&H Green Stamps
Li 3-0988
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GREENBROS for MEN and YOUNG MEN

705 Higuera

COUPON

This coupon and 50 cents entitles one Cal Poly student to a full evening of skating at

SKATE MOR ROLLER RINK

772-7851

Wed., Fri., Sat. nights
Session Starts 7:30

In Morro Bay
Across from the High School

COUPON
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CLOTHING HEADQUARTERS FOR CAL POLY
Three engineering students study space technology

How do you feel after six weeks of strenuous study in the field of space technology under some of the best minds in the world?

"Soreful," was the answer given by engineering seniors Jim Chemsian (aero), Alan Douglas (aero) and Glenn Todd (electronics). All of whom should know, since they spent six weeks at UCLA last summer under NASA's Space Technology Summer Institute program.

"They can't help but snow you," says Alan, who amiified about six inch piles of notes he had accumulated during his stay at UCLA.

Most of their nights were spent reading, and their days occupied with classes. Monday through Thursday classes lasted from eight to twelve o'clock, and from 1:30 to 4:30. Fridays they were out at 12 o'clock, but other California State College Architectural Engineering Desaturated with classes. Monday gain a belter appreciation of

a United States Department of NASA's Space Technology Sum-

The boys learned a great deal because, as Alan reveals, one or two of the students have asked to borrow his notes and see professor in the process of copying the notes to use in copier in their courses. It was nth the world the hard

work they put out?

"I'll recommend it to anybody," Al enthuses. Not only did they get free room, board, and books but also $35 a week.

They now have a good lamp on the spot of the students in their departments, and, as the boys agree, "It's going to be great on our records when we try to get jobs."

George Hasslein, head of the Architectural Engineering Department, will spend his Christmas vacation in Israel this year.

Hasslein, who will leave Dec. 1, was chosen along with 27 other California State College Faculty members to participate in a study tour of Palestine, Egypt, and the United Arab Republic. Several of the CSU chosen will spend Christmas vacation in Israel. Some of the others will spend equal amount of time in Pakistan, India and Poland.

The purpose of this project is to help the State College Faculty gain a better appreciation of the Arab and Moslem condition. The project also gives the participants a broader picture of the world's culture, so they may give their students a better understanding of the world.

Dr. Paul Telford of the Social Science Department was a participant in the cooperative project during this past sum-

Collegians almost a fraternity

Collegians, Cal Poly's dance band, is a perfectly fulfilled man, both intellect-

ual and spiritual. His intellect has been broadened, his character and humility and a deep spiritual

The Bluebird of Happiness has flown the coop

Can education bring happiness?

In a recent year's has caused much lively debate and several hundred articles among Ameri-

cans college professors. Educational experts have come to the conclusion that intell-

"the best of the recent articles has been a paper by Mays, published in the April issue of the American Journal of Education, which concluded that intelligence is the single most important factor in determining success.

One of the main arguments against this view is the idea that success is not determined by intelligence alone, but also by factors such as motivation, effort, and luck. Some researchers even suggest that intelligence may be overrated, and that other factors may be more important in determining success.

There are also some who argue that education itself is the key to happiness. They believe that education provides the skills and knowledge necessary to find satisfying work, and that this in turn leads to a sense of fulfillment.

However, there are others who believe that education alone is not enough. They argue that education must be supplemented by other factors such as family, relationships, and leisure activities in order to achieve true happiness.

In conclusion, the question of whether education can bring happiness remains a topic of debate. It is likely that the answer will vary depending on the individual circumstances and values of each person.
Cal Poly's footballers ended their 1985 season on a dismal note, dropping a 35-6 decision to the UCSB Gauchos on Nov. 20 before a capacity homecoming crowd of 5,000 fans.

By virtue of beating Cal Poly, UCSB has almost assured itself a spot in the California Bowl on Dec. 11 in Sacramento against Cal State at Los Angeles. The Gauchos, posting a final mark of 5-5, put together their best grid season since 1939 when they had 5-11-1.

On the other hand, Cal Poly closed out the season with a 2-4 season, both victories on the road against San Francisco State and San Fernando Valley State.

Cal Poly started out the game in fine fashion, as they struck first in the scoring column. Tom Everest, whose father is assistant football coach for UCSB, picked off a Gauchos aerial and ran for 24 yards for the touchdown. The PAT try was no good and the Mustangs had a 7-0 advantage with 9:36 left in the first period. The Gauchos took the lead for the remainder of the contest.

Blindburner scored the first of his two touchdowns during the second half, taking an 11 yard pass from Mike Hitchman. Ford kicked his third PAT to make the score, 14-7. After stopping the Mustangs cold, the Gauchos scored twice in the third quarter and twice in the fourth.

The Mustangs made an impressive effort over last year's showing in total points, but rushing was half as fast. This can make a big difference in a team's performance,
In the 158-pound class Dennis Dowling (CP) pinned Kim Oiler (UC) in 1:32. As usual the Colonels provided little problem to Dowling.

Team captain John Miller of the Mustangs scored the 110-pound division of the night as he defeated Ed Gravtiet (UC) by the score of 14-1.

In the 167-pound class, senior Terry Wightworth (CP) showed the fans that he has recovered from his injury of last season as he defeated Don Schlotz (UC) by the margin of 11-1.

JC transfer Dean Hilger (CP) provided another run-away contest as he beat Lisa Montgomery (UC), 15-5.

In the final match of the evening senior Joe Faris (CP) showed that the Mustangs have some strength in the heavyweight class as he quickly pinned Garue Tangsetti (UC) in 1:24 to provide a fitting finish for the final team victory, 27-0 over the Bears.

Referee for the match was Darwin McMill.

In Tomorrow night the squad faces USB in the Men's gym at 8 p.m., followed by what figures to be the outstanding meet of the home season as BYU visits here on Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. in Crandall Gym.

After finals on Dec. 10 the team will host the University of Arizona at 3 p.m. in the Men's gym.
Who will ever forget the raids, coeds, fun and our alma mater?

by Alan Heckscher

Many moons have crept over the sky since I first met the sleeping giant, Cal Poly. It was nestled in a sleepy little hamlet bearing the difficult, if not unforgettable name of San Luis Obispo.

My first impressions of this school have stayed with me ever since this very day. They were simply that Cal Poly was a beautiful school with a high degree of里程表的性能。since I first met the school, I have become indoctrinated by the "learn-by-doing" method.

Finally, after countless tests, numerous deviations and thousands of pages of unprinted facts, I became that breed of student entitled senior.

My first real satisfaction in being a senior came in the second quarter of my final year. I walked into a non-major class having complete confidence that my name would be on the list of properly enrolled students. I didn't even bother to bring my add-drop card, which I deliberately kept.

Other wonderful things happened to me this year of pain. As I strolled out freely with the faculty, I asked questions in class and gave advice to Freshmen.

I perfected the technique of sitting with small, select groups of Student's and watching the roads with the delicate eye that come from believing in a school where you live by the motto, "All's fair in love and war."

Today, as I stroll through the campus I walk tall, knowing that my days at Cal Poly are numbered, not only by the college, but by my old arms as well.

I walk with a light step because I can recall the many wonderful things that have taken place on this campus. I can remember when unity radio sang "bad wood," and what a wonderful night when the Cal Poly men carried the dome to party events and barbecues in the cafeteria and when football was king.

I will recall the starry taste of feeling food for years to come, and I can't look at a bowl of jelly without bringing back memories.

In a few days I will say good-bye to the sleeping giant and leave for the unknown.

I will bid good-bye to many friends I wouldn't have met at a bigger school, but above all I will carry one burning question with me. Was Cal Poly the right school for me, the 1,000,000-pound tower — heaviest load ever carried across country on rails — is one of 8 for Standard Oil's remarkable new Isomax refining unit, being built to serve the West's expanding demand for petroleum energy.

The Isomax Process, a revolutionary technique developed by Standard Oil scientists, is uniquely efficient in its ability to refine less desirable heavy oils into the highest quality motor fuels.

It is a major breakthrough in supplying the ever increasing need for more specialized high-quality fuels...so important to oil conservation that Standard Oil licenses the process to other oil companies throughout the Free World.

The Isomax Process means better gasolines for Standard Oil — for you.

The research skills which created the Isomax Process go into the development of all our products to give you the finest fuels...to take better care of your car. Your boat, too!

The Chevron Sign of excellence

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
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